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Are artisanal fisheries backward ?
Artisanal fisheries in modern Society, the example
of Denmark.
TORBEN
A. VESTERGAARD

LES PÊCHES ARTISANALES SONT-ELLES DÉMODÉES ?
L'EXEMPLE DES PÊCHERIES DU DANEMARK
RÉSUMÉ
Les connotations d'irrationalité attachées aux pêches artisanales relèvent plus des modes de pensée
modernes quede la matièredesfaits. Lespêcheries danoises offrent un exemple d'industriedes pêches efficiente et
techniquement avancée, bien qu'avec des flottilles de pêche reposant sur la petiteou la moyenne propriété.Les
mérites des pêches artisanales ne doivent pas être appréciés par des critères évolutionnistes, mais par leurs
performances dans un contexte particulier. Dans certaines circonstances,les 'assises d'un ordre social spontané
peuvent s'avérer supérieures à des aménagements entre moyens et fins qui semblent plus rationnels, pour
l'exploitation des ressources marines fluctuantes et invisibles. Dans les pêches danoises, ceci s'applique à
l'utilisation de savoirs dispensés
sur les opportunitéset possibilités.

1. HETEROGENEITY AND RATIONAL ORDER

1.1. Modernity and being ap-to-date>>
1.1.1. Theterm artisanal fisheries,, is heretakentomeansmall-scaleowner-operatedfisherieswith
of backwardness, lack
of development
<<traditionab
forms of organization. Theterm has tended to carry with it ideas
or even inefficiency. This poses a problem
of bringing artisanal fisheries up-to-date which
may have more bearing
on the social cosmology to which the concept belongs
than on the factof the matter.
In:La Recherche Faceà la PêcheArtisanule,Symp.Int.ORSTOM-IFREMER,Montpellier
Frame,3-7jui~letl989,
J.-R.Durand,
J . Lemoalle et J. Weber ( e h . ) .Paris, ORSTOM, 1991, t. II :781-788.
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1.1.2. The modern social cosmology which, with
some variation, came to dominate
plitical culture in the
West since
the Enlightenment was literally an inversion
of the feudal regirne.
In the cosmologyof democratic nation
the heavenly G d was replaced by a horizontal order deriving
States the vertical order deriving its legitimacy from
its Iegitimacy from mundane People.
The social differences nonetheless remaining were relocated from space (over
/ under - inside - outside)) totime or history (modern- traditional - developed - undeveloped) (VESTERGAABD, 1988).
its expected
to aid
Societyseen as the product of human historybwame a legitimate object forintended improvements
course towards a more rational and homogeneous order. Segmennd differences among
the of demwratic
citizens
nation sbtes were tobe a thingof the past, and with a time-scale classification of social differemces theseorwould,
could, in tirne be remedied. Social segmentss e n as backward would havethe opportunity of catching up with
modemity, and thesame mode1 hask e n applied in Western conceptionsof the colonies.

1.2. The awareness of conte
1.2.1. EMMERSON
(1980) has given a periodization of scientific viewsin fisheries r e s m h . Summing up, he
characterizes fisheries resexch since the 1950's by a sequence of fscuses on three different interfaces : 1) a
conservation minded biologist view of the
50's focusing on the interface between fisk caught and
fish not caught
(MSY) ;2) an efficiency minded monornist view 60's
of focusing
the
on the interface between people
(fi)and fish
(MEY) ;and 3) a welfare economist view of 70's
the focusing on the interfacebetween people and
(fishing ground)
OSY), @"ERSON,
1980: 14 and19). The general trend
kas been fromsimpler rnodels with
people (distribution and
few variables towardsp aat e r sensitivity to the complexity
of the problems in their social setting.
In the same way
theories of social and international inequalities have been subject to changes whichare particularly relevant to
population segmentssuch as artisanal fiskennem.

1.2.2. In the 60's the modernization view
of the problemas one of overcoming the time-lag between separate
spheres of traditionality and modernity
(NASH, 1966: 123-25)was rivalled by a center-periphery conception seeing
developing and industrial nations as functionally related parts of a global system (GUNIER FRANK,
1972). ' K e
clifference was still
one of inequality tobe overcome, butnow swn as a rdationship of inequality in a contemporary
space rather than separateness in time. The same views could be applied to internalsators of backwardmess in
the desire for structural homogeneity still of
part
the former two paradigms
l u sb e n
industrial nations. More recently
FIORE
met with counter-arguments by BERGER
and(1980).

1.2.3. BERGER and
ROTE(1980: 2) argue that industrial societies
are so segmentai as to rn&e untenable the
assumptions that differences within industrial soeieties are essentially distributed almg continuous scales, that
indumial societies develop towards interna1 homogeneity, and that they develop towards convergence with other
industrial societies. The intemal discontinuities
in industrial societiesare explained by the n e d for al1 such societies
to cope with a shard problem of economic imsecurity and political instability in the faceof the high degr@ of
specialization and labour divisionin modem industries. Al1 industrial societiesneed to distribute or redistribute
uncertainty, but the way this is achieved differs according to the social, cultural etc. resources available. The
but a question
distribution of uncertainty andthe creation of buffer mechanismsis a matter for policy making, also
of socialgoups Qing to shelter themselves.The point of the argument relevant in this context
is that "traditional"
sectors may be highly expedient for industrial
sscieties, that discontinuitiesare still emerging and that
it is difficult
to pass value judgmentsas ts who is better off and what kind of changes
xe improvements.
1.2.4. The whole issue requires that attention be paid to the complexities of the context and the goals.
Obviouslyit would be problematicto accepta nmolonial division of labour
betwen industrialcountries and Third
World countrieson the basis of similar arguments. But that doesmot render invalidthe argument that the internal
be seen as a
heterogeneity of nations is mot just a signof ineomplete modemization, and that heterogeneity could
Whether sometsody's position inone or another segment
valuable resource rather than a compromising dcficiency.
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is desirable should
ratherbe left to people themselves
to decide thanto cultural prejudice of what constitutes a modem
state. If so-called traditional segments in industrial societies represent
one wayof distributing unavoidable

uncertainty, it is worth considering whether the alternatives (unemployment, migrant labour etc.) would seem more
attractive.

2. DANISH FISHERMEN
2.1. Danish fisheriesEoday
2.1.1. In 1986 1oooODanish fishermen landed
1724 million kilosof fish and crustaceans 105
andmillion kilos
.
ofmussels (FISKERIARBOGEN, 1988:394) which places Denmark as an important fishing nation in international
comparison (l). The Danish fishing industry is efficient and it does employ modem electronic and hydraulic
equipment, but in important respects it is nonetheless artisanal. This applies especially to scale and forms of
organization. In 1986 the Danish fishing fleet consisted3242
of vessels over5 GRT and a similar number
of smaller
5 GRT 66 % were smaller than25 GRT and 84 % were smaller than50 GRT. The
craft. Among the vessels over
majority of the Danish fishing fleet consist
of smallto medium scale owner operated vessels with a of
crew
one to
50 % for the vesse1 and
50 % distributed
three men, often Co-owners. The catch
is generally divided in shares: e.g.
equally or slightly graduated among the crew including the skipper. The most common fishing techniques are
trawling and gillnetting, but a variety
of fykes, seines and other gear
is also employed.

2.1.2. There is considerable variety in the Danish fishing industry
in terms of species caught, techniques
employed, the scale
of the enterprises, and the character
of fishing Settlements (big ports, small ports, open Coast).
The <<average fisherman,,
is not apure statistical construction, though, since a large
of thepart
fishermenarerunning
their own moderate scale enterprises basedon traditional
skillsandforms of organization and displaying considerable
as to where, what, and how they fish. Access
to fishing grounds has largely been free
flexibility and inventiveness
in different seasons and different waters. Essentially,
allowing fishermento take advantage of shifting opportunities
access is still free, - since
but the last decade
- only within the confines of EEC economic zones, quotas and technical
limitations. The same period has witnessed increasing problems with seasonal oxygen depletion in the Inner Wate
before.A 20 GRT trawler could,
forcing the practitioners of mobile fisheries to even more nomadic
of life than
ways
for instance, go cod fishing in the Baltic in winter, move into
solethe
fishing in the Northsea in spring and early
summer, and continuein Kattegat in summer and autumn for Nonvay lobster. This mobility creates networks
of
acquaintances on a national scale, especially between colleagues practicing the same
of fishing.
kinds

2.2. The fishermen’s community

2.2.1. The community character
of the fishermen
as a population segmentbom
is out by theirrecruitment,
too.
In 1935-36(Smbberg) and in1964 Pinsing) biographical calendarsof the fishing industry were published. In both
cases close to 75 % of the fishermen are sons of fishermen. Given that the fishermen make up less than a half perc
of the total population, these figures certainly suggest that the
are aseparate
fishermencommunity. Even though there
is a strong attachment to the local fishing community, there is also considerable
on a mobility
national scale. One
of
the features that suggest a separate and nationwide ofsphere
communication isthe fact that among fishermenal1in
It shouldbe noted thatfishfor reduction hasfor years represented about three
fourths of thecatchfigures by weight, but only
about one fourth by value. Since the larger steel trawlers contribute especially to this category of Iandings they contribute
disproportionatelyto the catch quantities, though tonot
the catchvalue.Haoever,fish landingsfor reduction(a.0.fodderfor mink
and aquaculture) arealso important for many smaller vessels of the InnerDanish Waters.
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parts ofthe country, and in distinction from
the rest ofthe population, it is
common to describe “north” as “down”
and ‘6south”as ‘‘up2’.Being a fishermanis mot just a question of profession;
it involvesa personal and social identity,
memkrship of a cornmurnity.
2.2.2. The fishing communityhas a distincctly egalitarian ethos and, in a particular sense,an anti-kistorical
attitude. Theegalitarian ethos is widelyatksted alsoin other fishing communities
(Nomand Nom, 1978),but among
Danish fishermen it is furtker
supprted by the concentration
of fishingemmpises within a m o w range of sale.
An anti-historia1 attitude
rquires more explanation. The background for
this postulate is the frequency with which
fishermen during interviews and fieldwork have described changes
as reversible fluctuations rather
than directional
c h g e , or as events within tkeir own social circles rather
than part ofa historical progression swiety
of
at large. This
have in frequency andgeogaphical
applies to iriterpretations of problems with oxygen depletion, whichincreaed
extent durimg the last decade. For years mmy fishermen have eontinued to maintain that this was a rmument
phenornenon, that h a always k e n .

2.2.3. Fishemen’s accountsof technical development in fishing tendto be given as specific stories of a
particuh fisheman andor blaeksmith who invented a partieular device or technique, or Who brought it h m
fishermen elsewhere, thatasis,
axmples of theirrecumntsolutions to specificproblems. Fishermen’s
ducation has
been kept within the confines of the
fishemen’s own eircles where it is part of gerneral
swialization, participation
and imitation.Repeated attempts to establish a formal education hasbeen met with lack of interest. Itseems that
change, but only for as
constantadaption to fluctuations andchanges are seen as the permanent condition and asnot
long as the autonomy of the fishing community
temsinof forms of organization,
free access to fishing grounds and
of the fishing industry is not seriously threatened. The surrounding
swiety is obviously a useful
general viability of
resource, but it is questionable kow much
the fishermen feel themselves to
be part of it.

3.1. Economic levelling
3.1 .1 .Egalitarian order and
a view of changesas nondirectionalcould bededucd from a combination offrw
access and the fact that fishing is hunting. Insame
much
waythe
an egalitarian and ahistorical order could
be deducd
from an ideal concept of
a perfectly cornpetitive market. But
the result of the former deduction
seems to havemore
bearing on the Danish fishing community than
the latter hason ernpirical market economies.

3.1.2.Fishingis~otpr~uction,buthunting.Theresource-fish-isnotaeontrolledcsmponentinaprodu~tion
prwess, buta self-reproducing, invisible and fluctuating
resource which is merely caught. The
fish camnot be made
IP accumulation cycle
ofa fishing enterprise unless
it can be mamaged like in aquaculme. FR^ access to fishing
part in
grounds isanother obstacle to rent gains and econornicdifferentiationas the classic argument
goes. Fishing grounds
will atfractmore fishermem until the point where the fishing effort
hm brought the yield of
al1 fishing grounds down
an opportunity income. Theresulttooismany fishemen, too much capital
to the point of merely covering costs and
the argument does not suffice
to judge the merits of free
equipment, andno rent. Buteven empirical confirmation of
fishing unless the spwific eontextand goals are taken into consideration.

3.2. Transient wealth
3.2.1. An empirical objection to the deducedconsquences of frw access could immediately be rais&
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fishermen are not al1 poor and they are not poor al1 the time. Some do earn more than an opportunity income, and
stocks,
sometimes they al1 do. arenot
Fish evenly caught by all fishermen, and
fishtheircompositionand movements
Who
fisherman
catches more,
as well as prices fluctuate beyond what can be ascribed to regional fishing effort. The
or Who obtains better prices, cannot reinvest his profits in the resource, but only in vesse1 and equipment. But
vessels require a larger total catch and divert a bigger share of the income
of costs.to They
thecovering
are, therefore,
more vulnerable to fluctuations in stocks and prices and to quota limitations than small vessels where
of reduction
to carry the enterprise through a bad period. Individual careers of Danish
persona1 consumption may be sufficient
fishermen often show considerable changes up and down in the scale of their enterprises.
WhoOnly
place those
part
of their investrnents outside the fish catching sphere are reasonably safe.
3.2.2. The tendency of free access
to dissipate rents and, thus,
to function as an economic leveling mechanism
does not prevent that some and
- periodically - most fishing enterprisesearn profits. But the changeabilityof the
resource situationtends to make economic differences among fishermen unstable. The egalitarian character of the
fishing community isto some extent factual, but it is always potential, and this deprives the fishing community
of
reasons to inteqxet changesas a part of a directional, historical processof differentiation in so far as their own
community is concemed.

4.THE DANISH FISHERIES IN CONTEXT
4.1. A unique context

4.1 .I.An international comparison
of fisheries shows a much more varied picture than the one deduced abov
Modem fishing industriesof many nations are notas a rule dominated
by egalitarian communities of independent
fishermen. When thisis the case in Denmarkit has to be explainedwhy it has been possible for these potential
consequences of fishing and free access to unfold. How come that artisanal fishermen pose as a modem fishing
industry ? The reasonis not that traditional fishing has been
not affected by modem development. To the contrary,
modem development has been essentialin creating that unique constellation of conditions that has produced the
as it is today. There are anumber
of natural and social circumstances that have
Danish fishing industry and its culture
been important.
4.1.2. Waters.The scale of the Danish fishing waters is mostly suchit that
has been possiblefor fishermen
for loans) to finance vessels ofa sufficient size. With the expansion
of
thernselves (given the available possibilities
sea-going <<Danish seine)) fishing around the
of century
turn quitea number of companiesbas4 on extemal capital
ownership were active. But with improved opportunities for loans and theof smaller,
introduction
motorizedvessels
Company organized fishing enterprises
for this typeof fishing fishermen could themselves enteras owners.
the scene
have remained relatively unimportant.
4.1.3. Stocks. The fish stocks are characterizeda by
seasonal variety
of several demersal and pelagic species
geographically distributed over several
areas of sea from the Baltic
to the North Sea. There are
few opportunities for
specialised large scale fisheries.
4.1.4. Markets. The Danish fishermen have always been
a minority ina densely populated country with the
rest of the population
as an easily accessible market. Furthermorea 1argeEuropean market has been within easy
Thus fish marketing has not been restricted to economically powerful fish buyers and exporters. To the advantage
of the fishermen there have been, and still are,many
relatively
fish buyers and exporters. Fishermen have themselves
taken initiativesto influence the sales of their catch. Since
1920sfish
the auctions have
been establishedin most ports
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ofsome six; im smallerplaces the solution was
startesoperative
to
sales associations. Only few
among the marketing
and processimg firms are involved im ownership of fishing vessels. Fishing and marketing/processing
are separate
spheres.
4.1 5.Intfustructure. To put thespwificityof this situation into contrast one could compare
the situation
with
in AtlanticCanada(z).It is a distinct advantage tkat Danish
fishemenare not situated in amargimal
m a , but ina fullyfledged modem society thatis not dependenton fishing and gives ready access to crucial resources and services
(supplies, technical service,transport faeilities etc.).
4.1.6.Interest group. C9rganized interest groupsplay am imp-tamtrole in Danish
swiety. T h t amlies to the
fisheries, tao. Most fiskemem are members ofprofessional associations. Even
though disagreement
there
is notorious
on nmerous issues the associations represent only
interesb
the of independent fishemen. These organizationsare
consultexi bythe fisheries ministry, and they
are represented innmerous commissions and institutions relevant to
fisheriesissues (Dan& Fiskeritidendeno. 2,1989: IO). This hm b e n an important assetfor the fishing community
in promoting favourable conditions for
its OWR viability.

4.1.7.CapiitaZim?.Finally capitalism, the growth
of modem indus€rial society the
andmarkets createdin the
proeess madeitpossible for people to increasingly
to full timefishemensince the
becorne
late 19th cennturgr.Without
this condition
fishimg couldnot have given
rise to a social community adapted
espwially to the implications
of fishing
of local community anachment.
and with professional community attachment rivallingirnprmce
the

If independent smallto moderate scalefishemen utilizing traditionalfoms of skills and organizationare
artisanal, then thernajsrity of the Danish fisheries are artisamal.
But they areno vestige of the pas, they are a modem

phenomenon and they eagerlyadvanage
take
of any useful opportunity offered by modem technology.
Theproblems
of the last decade - oxygen depletion, diminishing
stocks,reduced access to Baltic fishing waters,
quotas etc - have
are not due to the artisanal
chmcter of most of the fisheries except
caused serious difficulties. But these difficulties
in so far as they are efficient.

5.2. Efficient utilization of dispersed knowledge
5.2.1.Efficiency c m be defined in different ways. The Danisk fishing community excels in a partieular kind
of efficiency, namelythe ability to communkate and utilize dispersed knowledgeof fishing opprtunities. The
redundamcy often attt-ibutedto artisanal fishing.Tm many uni@
engage in fishing efforts
explamation is related to the
disregarding scientific biological andeeornomic knowledge. The modernist idea was thatwate and redundancy
of science in the
prwess of production combined with ends-related
should be rationalized away by the application
foms of organization unharmpered bytheresistance of traditional social bonds. But itpraisely
is
the social character
of the nexus btween fishemen which turns redundamcyinto efficiency. Theyare competitors, but withirn a social
The Canadian situation,eqxcially NewfolrrUilapIQ,has been dealtwith in much of the research at The Institute of Social and
Ecommic Studies. Mernorial University,St. Johns, N a u f o ~ l d l a dPresently
.
a resewchproject on the fishing industry
O~NOVQ
Scotia is being carried out by a leam of resmrchers at The Gorsebrook Research
Imtitute, St. Mary's University,Halifa.
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community of exchange, where the currency
is information and where the exchange itself as
seems
important as the
is to the fact that most small and
economic utility of the information.
The ability to make use of the information due
moderate scale units are adapted to fish for different species in different watersand, sometimes, with different
techniques. Besides, decision making placeat
takes the levelof the catch unit and motivation
is high with most vessels
of the catch.
being skipper owned and crews being paid with shares

5.2.2. The fishermen form nationwide social networks especially with other fishermen practising
the same
kind of fishing, and this applies to mobile
as well as to stationary fisheries. Information is exchanged in personal
conversation, over the radios on board
in and
telephone calls
from home. Information on the performance of others
enables the fisherman to judge his own performance, andrumours of temporal fishing opportunities in other waters
spreid quickly. During fishing operations each fisherman makes hisondecisions
the basisof the experience
of many
fishermen. Even though fishermenmay to varying degrees be secretive about their performance, the pattern
of
information management appears to be considerably more productive among Danish fishermen than among
ANDERSEN (1973: 161) estimates thatisit
an obstacle to efficiency.
Newfoundland off shore trawler skippers, where

5.3. An example
5.3.1.A trawler skipper explained he
that
would be towing for3 to 4 hours at a time witha speedof 3 1/2 knots.
He would thus cover a stretch
of perhaps 14 nautical miles.On his way he would meetor be in radio contact
with
the in
same manner. He would benot
on speaking terms with
al1of them, but with two radio
perhaps ten others towing
be able to overhear most other conversations. In addition to this
be able
he would
to find out
channels open he would
in port the approximate daily landings
of each vesse1 and combine this with a rather precise idea of where they had
been. As everybody else he would regularly make telephone tocalls
colleagues in other places to hear
how they were
in such social networks does not only
doing and whether perhaps
it was t h e to go there. The information circulated
of individual decisions but
also of communal decisions.Thus in the home waters
of the above
form the background
to ban trawling during week-ends to prevent overfishing already
mentioned skipper the fishermen took the initiative
in the1950s long before legislation to that end was initiated.

5.4. Community as resource
Each knows that he knows something nobody else knows. This is what qualifies
for membership
him
in the
exchange community. Together they know sum
that ofthetheir knowledge of timeplace
and exceeds what any single
outside agency could ever know.As long as this knowledge is productive it will tend to confer on the fishing
community the characterof a secret brotherhood, an endogamousin community
terms of information exchange. What
could be called traditional social forms of communication between separate unitsin a cornpetitive, egalitarian
community have become increasingly important
as a productive assetfor economic decision-making in a modem
context whereit is necessaryfor most fishermen to utilize different fish species and fluctuating
stocks in seasonally
and annually changing parts
of the heterogeneous Danish fishing waters.
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